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300 cc. of 96 % alcohol. Aftel' boiling fol" 6 hours, the alcohol is 
recovered by distillation and the aniline which still contains a little 
nitrobenzene is distilled in a current of steam. It is th en converted 
into the hydrochloride to separate it from the admixed nitrobenzene; 
about 5 grams of aniline hydrochloride are obtained. In the same 
manner were treated o-m- and p-nitroanisol, m-chloro- and bromo
nitrobenzene and dichioro- and dibl'omonitrobenzene 1. 3. 5. from 
whicll were rE'adily obtained the cOl'l'esponding amido-derivatives to 
the extent of about 70 010 of the theoretical qllantity. 

In the case of ortho- and para-chlol'onitrobenzene w here the halogen 
atom is replaced by S~ a simultaneous reduction takes plat'e to a 
slight extent with formation of 0- and p-C'hloroaniline. 

07't/W- and m,-nitrotoluene readily yield 01,tho-and 7lleta-toluidine; 
with para-nitrotoluene a secondary reaction occurs, p-amidobenzal
dehyde being formed as well as p-toluidine 1). 

Besides the above mentioned mononitro-compuunds a few dinitro
compounds were sub.iected to a partial reduction. From sym-dinitro
toluene we readlly obtain by means of alcoholic Na~S2 3-nitro-5-
amidotoluene; sym-dinitroanisol yields 3-nitro-5-amidoanisol; from 
2-4-dimtroanisol (or phenetol) is obtained 2-amirlo-4-nitroanisol (oi' 
phenetol) whiist sym. trinitrobenzene yields 3-5-dinitraniline. A small 
quantity of the azo-oxycompounds is generally fOl'med in addition 
to the amido-derivatives. I will also point out that in the reducion 
with Na2S2 the fOl'mation of chlol'inated bypl'oducts, which are of ten 
genel'ated in the reducllon of al'omatic nitro-compound with Sn and 
HOI, ió avoided. The fact that sodium disulphide may be weighed 
also gives it an advantage over ammonium slllphide as a reducing agent. 

From the above facts it is obvious that an alcoholic solution of 
Na~S2 may be used as a convenient reducing agent. 

Physiology. - "About tAe cleteJ'mination of Aa?'dness in rnuscles.'; 
By A. K. 1\1:. NOYONS, Assistant III tlie Physiological Laboratory 
at Utrecht. (Oommunicated by Prof. H. ZWAARD.RMAKER.) 

(Communicated m the meeting of May 30, 1908). 

At au inquiry into the causes and ql1alities of the autotonus it 
struck me how a muscle seemed to become harder, as its autátonus 
increased. Hitherto the hardness of' a mnscle was always estimatively 
detel'mined by digital touching. The above mentioned fact caused 

1) Chem. Ceutr. H100. I. 1084. I hope lo communicate more analogous cases of 
intramolt?cular oxidation later on. 
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me to look for means' of ex pressing such changes in hardness more 
accurately in measure and numbel', as au approximate detel'mination 
would not do here. 

A communication by J. VON UEXKULL 1) on the 18th of April last 
"Die Verdichtung der Muskeln", led me to a separate description ot 
my investigations about the determination of hal'dness in muscles. 
In this communication he says: "wil' besitzen zwar kein geeignetes 
Instrument, urn das Hartwerden der Muskeln zu messen", while he 
winds up as fo11ows: "Ich habe geglaubt, auf diese wichtige, abel' 
allzusehr vernachlassigte Eigenschaft der Muskeln hinzuweisen, in 
der Hoffnung, dass sich jemand findet der einen brauchbaren Apparat 
konstruiert, urn die Muskelvel'dichtung unabhangig von der Muskel
verdickung zu registrieren." 

For many decades together mineralogists have made detel'mination 
of the hardness of materiaIs, in which a number of methods were 
employed, which, howèver, in that form could not be applied 
to living objects. The literature only gat hers for what is called 
hardness in general, data, for which I refel' to f,ome authors~) in 
behalf of those who wish to become more thoroughly acquainted 
with the subject. 

Hardlless is a collective idea, including and typifying an amount 
of qualities : cohesion, elasti~ity, plasttcity, glidlllg, splitting and 
fracture. It is on the value which in a concrete case is assigned 
more especially to one ot the qualities mentioned, that depends lhe 
general definition which shall be given of hal'dness. For living 
objects gliding, splitting and fracture need not be taken into account. 
I desist from a more detailed separate description of the th1'ee 
remaining qualities: cohesion, elaaticity and plasticity. But if these 
tbree qualities are paid attention to, AUERBAcrr's 3).definition of hardness 
will no doubt be agreed to: "Harte ist eine Art von Festigkeit, 
nämlich der Widerstand gegen die Bildung von Unstetigkeiten oder 
dauernden Deformationen beim Dl'ucke zweier spharischer Obel'i1achen 
gegen einander, und kann Eindringungsfestigkeit genannt werden ... 
Sie ist quantitativ dm'eh den Grenzeinheitsdl'uck im Mittelpunkte 
der Dl'uckfláche bestimmt." 

1) J. v. VEXKÜLL. Die Verdichtung der Muskeln. Originalmitleilung. Zentrulblatt 
für Physiologie. Bd. XXlI N°. 2. 

2) H. ROSENBUSCH und E. A. WÜLFING. Physiographie Allgemeiner Teil. Stuttgart 
1904,. 
_ Jj. TSCHERMAK. Lehrbuch del' Mineralogie. Wien 1905. 

EGON MÜLLER. Veber Härtebt::sti1l1mung Inaug. DisserL. Jena \906. 
S) F. AUERBACH. Kanon der Physik pag. 119. Leipzig 1899. 
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The determination of hardness may give absolute and relative 
values. Among the methods ofl'elative detel'mination that ofTHOUIJET 1

) 

appeared to be useful also to delermine the relative hardness of 
living objects. _ 

TaouLET examined tbe elasticity of rocks and found points of 
comparison for this in the number of reflections and in the angle of 
reflection of a swinging ball suspended in tbe air. Indeed, if we 
drop a hard, elastic object upon an ot her, it will among others 
depend on the hardness of the surface that is bit, how often and 
bow far the refIection will take place. Now, if this principle is put 
into practica with a much weaker object like a muscle, these reftec
tions wil!, though in a smaller degree, yet take place in the same 
mannel', which is corroborated by experience. 

The angle of reflection of a falling globule resp. the number of 
its perceptible taps or reflections depends : 

j. on the cohesion, elasticity and plasticity of the falling globule. 
2. on the cohesion, elasticity and plasticity of the object hit, in 

this case the muscle. 
Now as in case of comparing determinations sub 1 remains constant, 

sub 2 must be the only changeable, dèterminative factor. 
The investigation takes place as follows with an apparatus that I 

eaU physiological sclerometer. 

Physiological Sclerometer. Schematic drawing. 
Fig. 1. 

1) M. J. THOULE'l'. Recherches SUl' l'élasticité des mineraux et des roches. Comptes 
rendues de l'Academie des sciences. Paris. Tome 96. 1883. 
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A small pendulum with a fixed turuing-point, of which the short -
beam points upwal'ds to a height of 6 cM., beaes on the head of that 
short arm a handled glass-tear, whilst the other longest arm, j 5 cM. long, 
is p1'ovided with a small, movable weight, in consequel1ce of whi~h 
the moment of that lever-beam is variabie. By this way the force with 
which the head of the glass-tear hits the object, can be made variabie. 
In order to enlarge the living force of the falling object, the pendulum. 
may be given different initial amplitudes. On ascale along which 
the longest level' moves, this height of falling is expressed in degrees. 

The lOuscle to be examined is by means of its two tendons 
aUached to a somewhat rough surface, here a hard cork-plate, to 
prevent removal of the muscle by the falling, tapping object. It 
is advisable in this way to determine the hal'dness of a musele under 
isometrie conditions, for, when the musele is examined under isotonic 
conditions, the data are getting fal' less trustworthy, as: 1. in 
shortening the muscle, the point that is to be touched, by not shor
tening changes its place and can only be found back by marking 
it beforehand with colouring matter; 2. th~ weight neeessary fol' 
the stretching seems to make the differences in hardness smaller. 

The number of times that the glass-tear is reflected by the musele 
bef are it is at rest, is detel'mined either aconstically Ol' by JDeans 
of photogl'aphy. The photogmphic registration has th is advantage that 
at the same time the width of tlle l'eflections ean be followed. 

'rhe photographic registration takes plaee as follows: the light of 
an arc-lamp of 220 volt aud 10 ampère is by a condenser more or 
less pressed together into a eone of rays having its focus in a dia
phragm. This focus in its turn serves as a source of light and pro
cures by means of a biconvex lens the parallel bundie of rays 
emitted. This bnndle reaches the l'emovable slit of a small box whieb 
in its opposite side is provided with a cylinder-lens of GAR'rEN. 

The light that has entered through the slit, is by the cylinder
lens, which is gl'aduated, nipped together to an horizontal line of 
light, which falls throl1gh anothel' slit into a second larger box 
on a drum that is in' rotatory motion and to which sensitive bromide
paper of Dr. SCHÄEFELEN is fixed. The box containing the drum is 
impenetl'able to light by means of light-fl'ee axes. This drum is' 
moved on by a cloek, aR it is used in the telegraphic Morse-apparatus. 
Between cylinder-lens and the larger box is placed the long beam 
of the lever of the sclerometel' whieh during its movements removes 
a silhouette on the sel1sitive silver-paper. 

The following experiment was made: M. sartorius of Rana 
temporaria is alternately passed thl'ough by an elertrie current, arising 
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by a potential difference of 1.4 volt. For this purpose two brass 
plates sel'ving as electl'odes for tbe cUl'rent, had been sunk in the 
carlr sub-stratum of the mIlsde, whilst by means of a commutator 
the direetion of the CUl'rent ean be changed. At the beginning of the 
experiment the anode is found at the distal tendon j aftel'wal'ds the, 
eurrent is turned and ends in its ol'iginal dil'eetion. In the subjoined 
table OCeur the widths of the first 4 reflections in mMo 

Reflection Anode at the ~ Kathode at the Anode at the 
distal tendon distal tendon distal tendon 

I 52.5mM. 52mM 34mM. 5:1 mMo 54mM. 53mM. 50 mM, 50 mMo 

II 29.5 20 3l 30 31 31 t!J 5 29 

III 21 21 23 22.5 22 22 2".5 21 

IV 16 16 18 17 17 17 16 15.5 

The following table gives the difference between the M. sartorius 
of Rana temporaria through which a galvanie eurrent has passed 
and another through which it has not passed. 

Reflection Muscle through which na 
current is passing 

Muscle thraugh which a current is I passing Anode at the distal tendon 

I 40 mMo 40.5mM. 40.5mM. 45 mMo 43 mMo 43 mMo 43 mMo 

11 24.5 25 25 28 26.5 26 27 

III 16.5 17 17 18 17.5 17 17.5 

IV 1l 11 11 12 11.5 11.5 12 
-

That abundant moistening of a musele with mutually eq uimolecular 
salt-solutions, the effect of whieh on the antotonus is antagonistic, 
can alter the hardness, appears from what follows, also holding good 
for the M. sal'tol'ius of Rana tempol'aria. 

Os:: Moistening Moistening Moistening ~.9 
~ .... with kaliumchloride with natriumchloride with kaliumchloride 

mMo mMo mM.1 mMo mMo mMo mM.' mMo mMo mMo mMo mMo mMo 
I 48 42.5 41 40.5 40 37 33 38 38 :18 38 ::18 39 

II 33 25.5 25.5 26.5 25.5 24.5 22.5 24 23.5 23 22 22 23 

III 24 17 16.5 17 16.5 17.5 16.5 16 '15 15 14 14.5 14.5 

IV 17.5 11 10.5 11.5 12 12.5 12 10 10 9.5 9 9 9.5 

V 12.5 8.5 8 8 9 9 9 7.5 8 8 8 8 8 

VI 9 7 7.5 7,5 7.5 8 8 7 7 7 7 7 7 

. i 
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For a plain muscle whose fibres are parallel as in the M. sartorius 
of Rana, the above method is a mthel' fit one, though not in aU 
l'espects. For the shortening of t11e muscle is accompanied by a 
thickening, in consequence of whi'ch the distance between muscle 
and glass-tear is somewhat altered. This is not of much importance 
for the th in lVl. sartorius, bUL if the experiment is made with muscles 
like M. gastrocnemius, this diffel'enC'e becOlnes more considerable, so 
that it ollght to be taken into account. Besides the peculiar rounding 
of the surface of the muscle may somewhat alter the place of tapping, 
and in the end the glass-tear sometimes slightly sticks to the muscle, 
when we are tap ping wiih a srnallioad on the longer beam of the level'. 

To meet these alld similal' drawbacks the following alteratiolls 
were made. Between musc1e and tapping glass-teal' is inserted a thin 
glass plate, which intercepts the taps and transfers them to the 
muscie. In these circumstances the angle of reflection resp. the 
number of co1lisions tiepends on:' 

1. the cohesion, elasticity, plasticity of the tapping glass-tear; 
2. the cohesion, elasticity, plasticity of the inserted glasl:i plate; 
3. the cohesion, elasticity, plasticit.y of the object to be examined. 
Sub 1 and 2 remaining constànt, only sub 3 is variabie. 
In order Jo come to a determination, the fÇlllowing technical 

precautions ought to be taken into considel'ation. The glass plate, a 
covering glass, is hanging, slightly movable, on a couple of rather 
stiff horse-hairs. Now the muscle presses this glass plate against an 
immovable metal fork, 80 that the glass plate can only make move
ments in one direction, viz. in the direction of the mtlsde, a~ _ S0011 

as the glass plate is hit by the tapping glass-tear. At every touch of 
the co vering glass the glass globule produces a c1early audible tap. 
The number of taps is easy to count and is a pretty accurate measure 
for the number of rea1 movements of the glass, without agreeing 
with it in number. In proportion as the covering glass is pressed 
more against the fork by a harder mass of musc1es, the oscillations 
of the little level' will retain a longel' and wider amplitude and will 
also occur more frequently. 

The height of falling is of great importance for the effect that is 
. to be reached, in the first place with respect to the numbel' and 
amplitude of the oscillations. 

When at different heights of falling the number of corresponding 
audible taps is coun(ed for the same musc1e, the latter may be 
represented by a curve, in which the ordinate renders the nnml:Îer 
of audible taps and the abscis the height of faIling in clegl'ees. The 
curve thUl:; gat shows a peculiar course. J 
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NO. of l~omponents of 
the experiment I culture medium 

Inoculation· 
material 

Produeed calcium.! 
earbonate in grams 

. .' I and culture time in grams. 

I 
J -!4 gr. of Cale. M.aL) lst re·inoculation \ 

24 Febr. .. · .. lQ April 0,05 K2 H P04, 200 of crude culture in 
, 'eM3. tap water. , I' canalwater in I 

same liquid, 

2 12 gr.ofCale.Ma1.0,05 2d transferring of 
26 Febr.-4 April K2 H P04, 200 CM3'1 the preceding. 

tapwater. 

3 12 gr of Calc.Ma1.0,05 3d transferring of' 
13 Mareh-4 April K2 H P04, 100 cM3.1 the preceding. 

tapwater. 

4 112gr.ofCale.Mal.o.05/4Ih transferring of 
26 Mareh-29 April K2 H P04, 200 cM3. the preceding. 

tapwater. 

5' 
\) April-23 April 

6 
4 April-29 April 

7 
7 April-2 May 

8 
13 May-29 May 

1

4 gr.ofCalc.Mal 0,05 
K2 H P04, '100 eM3. 
tapwater. 

/ ,4 gr.of Cale.MaI.O,05 
JK2 H P04, 100 cM3. 
tap water. 

4 gr.of Cale.Mal.O,05 
K2 H P04, 100 CM3'j 
tapwater 

2gr.of Cale,MaI.OJ'5/ 
K2 K P04, 100 cM3 
tapwater. 

Pure culture of 
AiiJotobacter 

Pure culture of 
AiiJotobacfer 

Pure culture of 
AiiJotobacfer 

Pure culture of 
AiiJotobacter 

9 14gr. of Cale. Lactatel Crude culture 
o April- 23 April 0,05 K2 H P04, 100 from 1. 

eM3. tap water, 1 gr. 
of chalk. 

10 I! gr.ofCalc.Aeetate,\' Crude culture 
16 Mareh-:.29 April ,0,05 K2 H P04, 100 from 1. 

cM3. tapwater. ! 
11 11 gr. of Calc.Propio. Crudc culture.· 

16 Mareh - 8 May nate, 005 K2HP04, 
1100 cM3 tapwater. 

I 

157 

0.872 

5.7 

0.552 

0.494 

08103 

0.576 

0.494 

Volatile acid in 
gram·i; 

'. 00403 

0.632 

0.112 

0.042 

0.036 

0.101 

I I 
I. Nitrogen found' Nitrogen fixed per 
Totallydlsappeared after KJELDAHL in gram of decom· 

l
limesalt in grams milligrams posed calciumsalt 

, I 

3.3 8./ . 2.5 

2 5.2 , 2.G 

10.7 lS.1 1.8 

1.1 1.6 1.5 

2,2 5.9 1.7 

0.89 1.5 1.7 

1.39 2.49 1.8 

1.8 1.8 

2.8 2.8 

, 4.7 4.7 

Observations 

Microscop visible 
infection 

Microscop. visible 
infection 

INo microsc. visible I 

infedion 

Microcosp. and bac
teriologically pure 
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The above experiment was made with a dead muscle, to avoid 
as much as possible all variabIe factors of the living object. These 
come into operation, as appeared from experiments, in which first 
a curve was produced by observations of a living muscle, and the 
next day a second curve could be formed from observations of the now 
dead muscle, which under a glass cover with saturated vapour of water 
and thymol-vapour was preserved resp. from desiccating and rotting. 
The values denoted by the curve are averages got from at least five 
observation.s each time, which did not materially differ from each other. 

fO 

6 

4 

I , 

Fig. 2. 

Hardness with regard to different heights of falling hy a muscle 
in ils dead and living situation. 

- = living muscle. - - - - - - = dead muscle. 

The ordjnate gives the number of audible taps and the abscis the 
initial height of falling in degrees. 

In different ways the hardness of a muscle can be made to undergo 
changes, which are either permanent, or which exist long enough 
for the determining investigation: 

1. by making a galvanic current pass through a muscle; 
2. by abundant moistening with equimolecular salt-solutions; 
3. by faradaic excitement, eithel' direct or indirect, so that the 

muscle is in tetanus; 
4. by heating} resp. cooling. 
An example of the two first mentioned manners was given before; 

one of the two othel' mannel'S is as follows: a muscle is by indirect 
excitement with a faraclaic CUl'rent alternately brought to tetanus. 
At corresponding moments the det~l'minations of hardness take place. 

4 
Proceedings RoyaI Acad. Amsterdam. Vol. Xl. 

. i 
i I 
! 
I 
~ 
Ij 
ij 
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The SubjoÏlled table contains the width of the first 8 reflections 
which weee l'epl'oclnced photographically; at the same time the 
duration of these 8 reflections was calculated. 

M. gastrocnemills of Rana temporaria. 
-

Normal Excited to Not Excited to Not Excited 
musc1e tetanus excited tetanus excited after rest 

1 ;,6 mMo 61 mMo 56 mMo 57 mMo 56 mMo 59 mMo 

II 38 45 39 43 40 44.5 

III 29 35 29 33 31 33 

IV 22 28 22.5 26 23.5 26 

V 17 22.5 17.5 21 18 21.5 

VI 13 18.5 13 16.5 14 17 

VII 11 15.5 '11.5 13.5 12 13.5 

VIII 9.5 12.5 10 '11.5 10 11.5 

Duration of the first eight reflections. 

4.4 sec. I 4 sec. 
I 4.3 sec. I 4 sec. 

I 4.3 sec. I 4 sec. 

From this it appears that in eomparing the fil'st 8 reflections not 
only the amplitude changes, but that a1so the time in which these 
osrillations take place, varies with the greater or smaller degree of 
hardness of the muscie. As the experiment progresses, it may be 
obsel'ved in the table that the heights of the reflections are getting 
larger a1so at the moments when the muscle is not excited. This 
must be connected with the changes in the constant state of con
traction (auiotonus), which arise in every fatigued muscie. That the 
muscle becomes really tired, is proved by the fact: 1. th at the 
musc1e visib1y contracts less, 2. that changes in dllration and height 
of t11e reflections diminish aftel' repeated excitement, 3. that aftel' the 
rest the effect of excitement agl'ees again with what was observed 
in the beginning of the experiment. 

We add a tabulated statement of an experiment in which the 
mnscle at the end of the experiment had become entirely inexcitable, 
as appeal'ed from the absence of visible contl'actions, both for 
indirect and direct fal'adaic excitement, though still .slight alterations 
in hardness appeared to be pel'ceptible. 
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IV 
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VI 

VII 

VIII 

J 

11 

JII 

IV 

V 

VI 

VII 

VIII 
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M. gastrocnemius of Rana temporaria 
becoming inexcitable accol'ding to every-day parlanee. 

Normal Excited Not ~ Not I EXcit,d mU!ïc1e excited excited 

53 mMo CO mMo 48 mMo 52 mMo 48 mMo 50 mMo 

40 50 35 38 35 36 

28 36 24..5 26 24.5 26.5 

21 27 17.5 18 17.5 19 

15 21.5 13 14 13 15 

12.5 17 12 12.5 12 12.5 

10.5 13.5 1'1 11 11 1'1.5 

10 11.5 10 10 10 10 

Total duration of the first 8 reflections. 

5.4 sec. 1 5.2 sec 15.2 sec. I 5 sec. 14.4 sec. 
I 

4.8 sec. 

M. gastrocnemius of Rana temporaria. 

Temperature in temperator 

12.5° Celsius 
11 

56° Celsius 

- 49 mMo 49 mMo 50 mMo 50 mMo 

38 39 41 41 

27 27.5 31 30.5 

'19.5 20 25 24.5 

16 16 21 21 

13.5 14 18 18 

13 13 16 16 

12 12.5 14.5 '14 5 

Audible taps 

7 
I 

7 
11 

10 
I 

10 

Total duration of the first 8 reflections in abscis-length 

3.6 cM. 
I 

3.8 cM. 
11 

3.2 cM. I 3 cM. 
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If a stl'iated muscle is heated, it ShOl'lens: this is accompanied, as 
appems from the expel'imeuts, by changes of hardness. In order to 
traee tbis, tile musele in the sclerometer, instead of 10 a cOl'kplate, 
was fixed to the thin copper bottom of a temperator, now sel'ving 
as resting-sul'faee. Through this temperator, as THUNBERG pointed out 
for the examination of the coid- and heat-points of the skin, alter
nately ('aId anel hot water cOl1ld be made to cireulate. The eopper 
boUom communicates the heat to the mnscle; the tempel'ature in the 
temperator and that whieh the musele gets, will not soon be the 
same, but still is always in closE" conneetioll with it. 

As a demonstl'ation I give here a couple of photogl'aphic repro
ductions of the oscillations of the beam of the sclerometel', as t11ey 
were made, and from whieh among others the abov€' table was partIy 
derived. Fig. 3 gives the sclerometric repl'odudion of hal'dness of a 
muscle ~t a tempm'atul'e of 12.5° O. in the tempera tOl', whilst fig. 4 
shows the reproduction when the same muscIe IS heated to 56° O. 
(See figs 3 and J). 

If a musele is heated to not too high a temperature, a decrease 
of hardl10ss manifests itself again aftel' cooIing, even though the 
musele does not quite reach its original degree of hardness. 

The subjoined table makes this deal'. 

M. ga'ltrocnemius of Rana temporaria. 

l Temperature in temperator 

13° Celsius 
11 

61° Celsius 
11 

11° Celsius 

I 49 mMo "9 mMo 50 mMo 50 mMo 50 mMo 49 mMo 49 mMo 

II 37 38 42 41 41 38 39 

II 28 30 34 33 33 30 30 

,V 24 24.5 29 28 28 25 25 

V 20 20 25 25 24 21.5 92 

VI 17 17.5 22 22 21.5 18.5 19 

VII 14 15 20 I 19.5 
19 16.5 17 

VIII 12.5 12.5 18 17.5 17.5 14.5 15 

Audible taps 

10 I 10 
11 

15 
/ 

16 
/ 

16 
/1 

13 I 13 

dil 

I 
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A. K M. NQYQNS. "About the determlnatl.on of hardnus In muscles." 

Fil. 3. 
Sderometric reproducUon of hardness : 

It 12.5- Celsius. at !jÖ - Celsius. 

Proeeedinga Royal Acad. Amsterdam. Vol. XI. 
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Sueh warming and cooIing can be repeated a couple of times, 
whi1st in proportion to this the number of ref1ections continues 
varying, provided the musc1e be not for too long a time exposed to 
too high a temperature, as in this case a cIearly perceptible perma
nent hardness will show itself. 

Physiology. - "On the structu1'e of the ,qanglion-cells in the central 
ne1'VOUS systern of Brancldostoma lanc." (Second communie) 
By Dr. J. BOEKE. (Communicated by Prof. G. C. J. VOSMAER). 

(Communicated in the Meeting of May 31, 1908). 

a. Tize infundibular ol'gan. 

The ceUs of the differentiated part of the ventral cerebra1 wal! of 
Branchiostoma, w hich I described some years ago in these Pt'O
ceedings I), and which was then called the infundibular ol'gan on 
account of its p1ace and the homo1ogy that cou1d be drawn from 
that, are quite different in their structure from the olher cells, of 
whieh I gave a description in my fOl'mer paper 2). 

Among the authors, who in recent years have pub1ished researches 
on the central nervous system of arnphioxus, KUPFFElt 3) gives the 
same description of the cells as I gave 111 my paper in 1902, and 
on1y mentions the organ as consisting of long cy 1indrica1 ceUs with 
curved cilia and a c1ear hyaline protop1asm. KUPFll'ER homo1ogises 
the differentiated epithelium with the tubercu1um posterins of the 
craniote embryos. JOSEPH 4) on1y mentions the organ withont adding 
anything to the description. EDINGER 5) who examined preparations 
stained aftel' the mE'thod of BIELSCHOWSKY, caIls it "das aüs grossen 
Flimmer- und SinneszeIlen uestehende Infundibu1arorgan", without 
mentioning on w1w,t is founded the opinion, that th ere are two kinds 
of cells to be found. In the drawings reproduced in his paper nothing 
is to be seen but a faint striation of the ventral wal! of the brain 
at the place of the infundibll1ar organ. According to WOU'F 6) there is a 
striking resemblance between the differentiated epithelium of the 
infundibu1ar organ and the gelatinous tissue that we find in the 

1) Proc. Roy. Acau of Sc. of Amsterdam, Math. Phys. Cl. Meeting of April '07 
p.86. 

2) Proc. Roy. Acad. of Sc. of Amsterdam, Math Phys. Cl. Meeting of April '02 
p. 695. 

S) Handbuch der Entwickelingslehre (HERTWIG), Vol. 2, 3d part. 
4) Verhandl. d. Anat. GeselIseh. 18. Ver!>. 1904. 
6) Anat. Anzeiger, Bd. 28, 1906 
6) Biol. Ccntralblatt. Bd. 27, 1907. 


